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I. I NTRODUCTION AND M ETHODOLOGY OVERVIEW
We propose a coordinated active perception and manipulation strategy to enable a team of aerial robots to estimate the
location of the center-of-mass (COM) of an object in order
to enable cooperative aerial manipulation and transport. We
pursue representative scenarios such as rubble removal and
package delivery in the contexts of disaster response and logistics, respectively, where the total payload mass may exceed
the lift capacity of individual aerial systems and the payload
density distribution is not readily modeled as uniform. Fig. 1
provides a graphical overview of the proposed methodology
depicting a team of small rotorcraft approaching and attaching
to an object via a tether on a planar surface. A single robot
attaches to the object and applies a wrench. Based on the
outcome of the wrench application, a second system deploys
to an appropriately chosen attachment point before similarly
applying a wrench. The process is iteratively repeated until
the object COM is accurately estimated.
Load suspension-based approaches such as those studied
by Michael et al. [5] and Fink et al. [3] assume known payload
mass and uniform density distribution in order to compute
a stable vehicle deployment configuration that ensures static
equilibrium during load transport. Techniques that seek to
identify and adapt to load model uncertainty during flight
relax these restrictive assumptions but require an initial robot
deployment and loading configuration with respect to an
assumed payload COM [4, 2].
We propose an incremental active perception and coordination strategy to enable the estimation of the location of the
payload COM, thereby permitting coordinated manipulation
and transport of payloads with non-uniform density. For the
sake of presentation brevity and scope reduction, we make
several simplify assumptions: (1) the total payload mass is
known and less than the total lift capacity of the robot team;
(2) the spatial extents of the payload are known; and (3) the
payload is initially at rest on a planar surface. We discuss the
relaxation of these assumptions as future work in Sect. IV.

Fig. 1: A team of robots estimate the gravity wrench, wg , of a
payload by iteratively selecting attachment points, A, and applying
wrenches, wa , that lead to reduction in COM location uncertainty
while preserving system static equilibrium.



form w = rc (qg − qc ) × rc for contact point, qc and
unit contact normal, rc . Given the assumptions of known
total mass, spatial extents, and planar contact surface, we may
further assume that the contact constraints are known a-priori.
Each vehicle-payload attachment is assumed to be equipped
with sensors enabling load measurements along rays in
wrench-space w0 + λa wa for some feasible wrench, w0 ,
and force-normalized wrench, wa denoting measurements as
z = (w0 , wa ).
We define the critical force associated with a measurement,
fcz , as the maximum value of λa for which the object remains
in equilibrium. Let WC be the matrix whose columns are the
set of normalized contact wrenches for each constraint in C.
The critical force computed along each tether is obtained via
the linear program
fcz (wg ) = arg max λa
λa

s.t. wa λa + WC λC + w0 + wg = 0

(1)

λa ≥ 0, λC ≥ 0
where λC is a vector of contact forces and the constraints
enforce static stability and feasibility conditions. We model
load measurements, fˆcz as being drawn from a Gaussian
distribution such that

II. F ORMULATION AND A PPROACH

p(fˆcz |wa , w0 ) = N (fˆcz − fcz (wg ), σ 2 )

We wish to estimate the location of the payload COM, qg ,
or more specifically the gravity wrench, wg , of an object
with mass m that is subject to a set of frictionless contact
constraints C resulting in wrenches wλ with λ ≥ 0 of the

where N (x, σ 2 ) is the value of the zero-mean normal pdf with
variance σ 2 evaluated at x.
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(2)

A. Center-of-Mass Estimation via Coordinated Active Perception and Manipulation
We formulate the COM estimation problem via a coordinated active perception framework that seeks to compute an

R
ICS [fˆcz ; wg ] = log

R
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p2 (wg0 )p(wg00 )N (fcz (wg00 ) − fcz (wg0 ), 2σ 2 )dwg00 dwg0 .

(4)

Fig. 2: Results of a simulated experiment with attachment points scaled by mutual information (blue) and the chosen attachment point (black)
with active constraints, qr , denoted in red over the incrementally (left-to-right) updated belief distribution associated with the estimation of
true COM location (black star).

optimal vehicle attachment point that maximizes the reduction
in the uncertainty of the COM location. Similar to the coordinated active perception approach proposed by Charrow et al.
[1], we compute maximally informative vehicle attachment
points via an efficient analytic information measure
ICS [fˆcz ; wg ] =
RR 2 z0 0
0
0
0 RR
p2 (wg0 )p2 (fˆcz )dwg0 dfˆcz
p (fˆc , wg )dwg0 dfˆcz
log
RR
2
p(fˆcz0 , wg0 )p(wg0 )p(fˆcz0 )dwg0 dfˆcz0
(3)
For brevity, all probabilities are implicitly conditioned on prior
measurements. We then arrive at (4) after substituting the
measurement model (2) into (3) and evaluating.
III. S IMULATION E VALUATION AND R ESULTS
We now consider the application of the proposed methodology through a simulated scenario where a team of three
robots manipule a plate with radius r = 1 m, m = 1 kg,
and measurement standard deviation σ = 1 N m (Fig. 2).
While the prior derivation applies to general object shapes,
we choose to consider a simple planar shape to facilitate
presentation. Further, we assume that each robot attaches and
takes a single measurement and does not contribute to future
wrench measurements such that the choice of attachment point
directly corresponds to the choice of measurement and now
refer to points directly rather than wrenches.
Assuming an initially uniform prior on qg over the convex hull of the contact points, robots iteratively select the
attachment point maximizing ICS via a measurement, qa =
arg maxq∈A ICS [fˆcz ; qg ]. Fig. 2 demonstrates the belief of
the COM quickly converging with the selection of attachment
points.
IV. D ISCUSSION AND F UTURE W ORK
We propose a coordinated active perception and manipulation strategy to enable a team of aerial robots to estimate the

location of the COM of an object in order to enable cooperative aerial manipulation and transport. Individual robots apply
wrenches that the seek to reduce uncertainty with respect to
the COM location while preserving the static stability of the
load on a planar surface (through incorporation of payloadground contact forces).
Several simplifying assumptions limit practical application
of the proposed methodology including assumed knowledge
of the total payload mass. We are presently addressing several of these including prior knowledge of the total payload
mass and volumetric extents. Specifically, we are investigating
strategies to incorporate the total mass into the belief-space
formulation and model the associated uncertainty in selection
of the incremental attachment points through online perception
and object modeling. Additionally, we pursue an extension
to the optimization formulation that allows for consideration
of actuator constraints and the corresponding non-critical
measurements that arise as result of achieving maximum load
capacity for an individual robot. Finally, we are considering
formulations that permit joint interactions by multiple robots
that concurrently engage with the object.
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